W.A. Evans
Lease 28030 150 A.

John McAlsty

W.B. Colvert

0.98 S
2.60 W

Coal Owned By: J.R. Herron Coal Company

"I, the undersigned, hereby certify that this map is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and shows all the information required by paragraph 8 of the rules and regulations of the oil and gas section of the mining laws of West Virginia."

Minimum degree of accuracy is one part in 200

Signed

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF MINES
OIL AND GAS DIVISION
CHARLESTON
WELL LOCATION MAP

FILE NO. MAR 5-452-A

+ DENOTES LOCATION OF WELL ON UNITED STATES TOPOGRAPHIC
MAPS. SCALE 1" = 6250'. LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE LINES
BEING REPRESENTED BY BORDER LINES AS SHOWN.

DENOTES ONE INCH SPACES ON BORDER LINE OF ORIGINAL TRACING.